ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT BY REFUGEE
STUDENTS
The poster shows the percentage of students in tertiary level

AT A GLANCE
The urban refugee student committee in Chad
is a structure that is divided into two groups,
committee, and community.
We have started since September 2016. The
idea came from a real observation for lack of
communication and exchange between the
refugee students. Why we are decided to set

up this committee. The activities we often do
are: Awareness meetings; training; descents;
Cultural and sporting activities. we have
partners like UNHCR, Chads Innovation
(AnyBody Can Dream Generation).
The training project was implemented by
strengthening the capacity of refugee students

with certain partners. They involve us in
various activities that they organize.
Our approach is to foster social inclusion with
the host population. With some partners, for
example Chads Innovation and Generation
AnyBody Can Dream is a project that will
facilitate the socio-economic integration of
refugee students.

CORE OBJECTIVES
1. Our educational goal is to make it
easier for young refugees to have the
same education as other students in
the world.

2. Our social objective is to facilitate the
inclusion and good peaceful
cohabitation of young refugees in their
country of asylum, by sensibilisation
for the schooling of girls; gender-based
violence and many other activities

3. Our economic goal is to facilitate the

•

•

empowerment of refugee students by
giving them the tools they need. From
where we initiate training in
entrepreneurship.

ACHIEVEMENTS SO FAR
•

•

We organize information and
awareness sessions on various topics;
our topics are about health, education,
culture etc.
Training; much on capacity building in
entrepreneurship and empowering
refugee students, we can count two
hundred and fifty-five young touches.

•

•

Organization of cultural and sporting
activities to raise awareness of
peaceful cohabitation.
Moral assistance (In case of death or
illness, we assist our colleagues to
strengthen them morally).
Our beneficiaries are the refugee
students and Chadian students.

We had to carry out with our partners
six certifying training in capacity
building of young refugees of which
there are 207 certificates obtained by
refugee students and 12 training and
awareness workshop always in the
framework of strengthening their
capacity.

LESSONS LEARNT
1. Cultural and Sports activities worked
well
2. Achievement of financed projects
worked well
3. The training offered by our partners
worked well

4. sensibilization meetings do not work
well.
5. Moral assistance does not work well
6. The lesson learned from our partners
is that we see ourselves involved in

various activities, our interests are
taken into account,
7. We have the human resources, we
have the management capacity in our
community. All this is to bring us to
contribute to the development

FURTHER INFO
UNHCR/CHAD: www.unhcr.org/afr/chad; Yankeu Yankeu Yanik: yankeuya@unhcr.org: Cel: +23568000619
Chads Innovation: www.chadinnovation.com; Hamid Khayar Oumar Defallah: hamidkhayar@gmail.com; Cel: +23565982418
Génération ABCD: www.generationabcd.com; Andreas Koumato: andreaskoumato@gmail.com; Cel: +23566030747
Groupe CECAM: cecamconsulting6@gmail.com; Djasra Mago: Cel : +23568807822
Perfection Coaching and Consulting, Ahmed Doungous: ahmedoungous@gmail.com; Cel: +23566272577

